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This report describes the design and use of a pins-on-disc wear and
friction testing machine which has been constructed for use by the wear
technology Group. The tester is capable of assessing sliding wear at speeds
up to 4 rn/sec and loads up to 40 ff. During a wear run the friction and
contact resistance are constantly monitored giving a clear picture of the
condition of the surfaces.
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<ii Same Value ~n . Description rssac

C .33? AVGZAQ~~ftq capacitor ue nrssac

d di ,d* Diameter of track traversed by pins

11.1i Diameter of the inner track on disc

do 143.15 -Diameter of the outer track on disc

f 0-500 RPH Rotational ape"d in rev/min at which

pine are driven reitnedvc

2 -4 kg Combined load applied to system of two
pins

1 k Calibration weight used to calibrate
friction values

qit) CY~t) Charge on averaging capacitor

a~t) 0-10 ke Contact resistance between pins and disc

3 9oem Distance of point of application of
calibration force from plate centre.

t 105-215 Me Distance of strain gauge from plate
centre

u 0-199.9 Reading on digital friction display
during operation

UA 0-199.9 Reading on digital friction display whent no force on load cell
us 0-199.9 Reading on digital friction display when

light contact on load call

UC 0-199.9 Reading on digital friction display when
calibration load applied

v 0-4 0/s sliding speed of pins on disc

v~t) IRWt voltage applied across pine and disc

21 4(u-u)/"dU a-b~l Coefficient of sliding friction

N



Tat gAFTR • A VRRSIZ WEAR ANV FBICTI0N TESTER

1. INRPODUCTION

A wear and friction taster, )mown as the WAFUrE, has boon designed
and bults Within the Wear Technology Group. This machine allows the sliding
wear rate of two metallic pins run againfst a wear plate to be asseseod under a
variety of conditions.

The design Incorporates several novel features (figure 1). It can
assess the sliding wear under lubricaed or unlubriceted Conditions. TO
minimze the extent of lubricant starvation from centrifugal forces. .it was
decided that the plus would be driven around the plate rather than the
conventional Gromphone style arawsaont of spinning the plat* under a pin.
For stability two pins, rather than one pin, art driven around the base
plate. The two pins ere regarded as a single wear body and are symmetrically
positioned either aide Of the drive shaft. This ensures tht the machine can
operate up to very high load* (40 Xr) and Speeds (4 m/see). Thus the important
transition from mild to sewere wear In steel* can be extensively studied.

~The literature contns Many different types of wear testing rig,
' pir-o"t-Loc, crossed cylinder, pin-on-flat, flat-on-flat, disc-on-disc etc.

• "( !'!Each represents a different wear sitution. in interpreting the results of

~pin-on-dist mcInes it is Importanqt to realize that although the wear surface
SOf a pin to in continul contact with the plate, each part of the wear
" m* 4surface of the plate is only In Inteonittent contact with a pin. Thus A pin
L' +I *)w ill run hotter than the plate lparticularly when there Is a high contact
: i resistance.

The purpose of this repot s to describe the design features And
Sprinciples of the WJFTZR nd Its operating procedure.

PT'notkr.
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2. DRICRZPTION

Two identical wear pins (figure 2) are held In an assembly which is
free to move vertically only. The weight of this assembly (currently 1.223
kg) and applied Weight&, which sit on the cross connecting bar, bear down on
thl two Weat pins. The pins present a combined apparent contact are of .633
CM with the Wear plate (figure 3) which i hold firmly in the lubricant tray
by four scres. This tray it suspended in a near frictionless manner by three
equispacod piano wires. The tray Is prevented from moving in a translational
manner, In the horizontal plane, by three equispaced roller bearings which
leave the tray free to rotate. The assembly containing the pins is spun
around at rotational speeds up to 500 RPN recorded by a tachometer. To
provide some isolation from motor vibration this assembly is belt driven. The
equal and opposite sliding frictional forces on pins and plate are monitored
by a strain gauge which prevents the tray from rotating. A pulley cable can
be attached to the tray to enable the strain gauge to be calibrated. The pins
can be inserted In one of two positions which correspond to their executing
tracks around the dis of diameters 112.15 or 143.15 M. Thus In the outer
track the sliding speed is

V - 449.7 X f mlo/in

and in the inner track the sliding speed is

v - 352.3 x f Em/ln

where f Is the rotational speed in RPM.

The pins are designed with a shoulder so that they Sit firmly Within
their holders, yet are easily removed even when there is significant plastic
flow to the wear surface.

3. SET-UP PRtCMEDRS

Nefore an experimental wear test can be performed the apparatus must
be prepared in & careful amd consistent manner. This preparatiAon Sm Inc ude

aignment of the base plate, insertion of the wear pins, calibration of the' • Molltors.

tra w hnr a wear plate is replaced or reinserted in the lubricant
1, tray It should be aligned, as closely as possible, parallel to the horizontal.4 plane defined by the rotation of the cross connecting bar. This Is achieved

by the follewin procedure:

1. Th belts helding the three roller bettings, which constrain the
tray, And t strain gase are looseed and these Items are moved
oat ef contact with the tray.

I l
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'connecting bar on the os of the arm staped with unloaded weight

of this aembly. The aug e Is sot to measure the height of the arm
above the wear Plate.

3. The three steel suspenslon wires ae adjusted at their top supports
so that the micrame er Vauge read$ the same value (to within .001
inch or 25.4 pm) at the three locations on the plate in line with
the SuepeonSion wires.

4. The roller bearings are moved so as to be touching the tray and
firmly secured using the screws below the table top. Check that the
tray cannot move translationally by even a mall amount.

3.2 laSrot Of VRZ RUMs

insertion of the wear pins in the apparatus is a simple operation,
however, there are certain ancillary considerations.

1. The wear pins should be washod, dried and individually weighed (at
room temperature) to at least .05 mg accuracy.

2. The wear pins may then be Inserted In either the Inner or outer
holes of the pin holders. Both pins must be In corresponding
holes. The pin design is such that identification numbers should be
clearly visible on the Inserted pins. By convention the pin with
the larger Identification number is placed under the arm of the
cross connecting bar which bears the weight stamp. The occurrence of
pins on one side systematically wearing more than pins on the other
would indicate damage to the pin holding assembly frame.

3. The pin is clamped In place by tightening the nut. Note that the
counterbalance head should be positioned directly opposite to the
pin so that it remains securely fixed in position.

4. The mercury electrical contact on the central shaft should be
checked to ensure that the wire is well Immersed in the mercury.
The wire can be adjusted or mercury topped up.

2.3 Cal ratioen for frictom mnsaJeur to

Prior to every wear test run, the readings on the strain gaugedigital display must be recalibrated. This procedure will also enable the
chart recorder to be calibrated.

1. A reading, UA, on the digital display is taken With the strain gauge
free of the lubricant tray.

2. The strain gauge Is firmly bolted in position so as to be lightly
touching the lubricant tray and preventing its motion. A reading,
us fon the display (and chart recorder) is taken. This reading must
d foer from u& by less than 8 units.

3IUr.
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3. ne celibotton eight, is supeoaded "ram a pulley and a reading

tiC, t on d taZ disp-ay I&An chart recorder) is taken. Mote that the
• Icalbraton-weight should be gently lowered, dropping it may damage

the strain gauge.

4. The calibration weight is removed and the reading us is retaken. if

the values of us difer by more than S units,

(a) apply a little oil to the roller bearings constraining the
tray,

(b) check that the tller bearings are pressing evenly on the tray
and are free to move,

(c) repeat the calibration procedure rom the start.

3.4 Ca4Libatiam Lor rtetaM mOSSrImmatS

No calibration is required for the direct meter reading of the
average resistance. The average resistance is the value shown on the digital
display multiplied by the multiplication factor shown on the aeter.
However, the chart recorder should display a calibration standard in
association With each run by using the calibration signals from the average
resistance meter (AM). A description of the Am is given in Appendix 2. The
chart calibration Is performed in the following manner:

1. Pirst choose the driving current (multiplication factor) which will
be used in the wear tests. The ARM should then be adjusted to

supply this current. The normal operational current value is 1/2 LX
(multiplication factor 4). Use a lower current value if the
resistance could exceed 5 k9.

2. set the output switch on the ARM to the calibration setting 0 a and
obtain a trace on the chart recorder, and Identify this trace.

3. Then set the switch to either 1 k2 or 10 kO, depending on the
magnitude of the contact resistance expected (the I XI scale would
be the natural choice at low speeds and at speeds above the mild to

* severe wear transition). Again take and identify the trace of this
signal.

4. it desirable, adjuitments can be made to the chart recorder so that
these signals coincide with chart markings. The output switch
should then be returned to the load setting.

4. OPOIU O

The operation of the equipment is reLatively straight forward. This .
includes controlling the wear conditions and monitoring equipment.

4W
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4.1 ler les

The got-up pioGIwt sou0d be Carried out as described in Section
'4 . It- ebUi d. be takqn to -rerd the pin iaentification nmbers, friction
cabl tic, , initial weigts of pins, tracks the pins will slide in
*t -. A t1W°Qtt w (fgu-e 4) can be used for this purpose. Other

measrem~S suO1 as talisaf traces should also be performed. The applied
zoa+d Itntlcn Sai-i soeg) Is fittd on the cross connecting bar, in two equal
amounts above Each pin. The pmer ts then applied to the 0.18 kW drive motor
and the variable clutch drive Is adjusted to give the required rotational
speed wMtic to moitord an the tachometer. A digital time switch can be set
to automtically Stop the epermt at a given time. A typical run time for
hard steeol surfaces would be seven hours.

Durang operation both the friction and averaged contact resistance
between pins and plate are continuously displayed and a permanent record can
be kepta on the chart recorder. slow variations in the frictional force
indicate how the surfaces are changing ("wearing in") during the experiment.
After the run the pins were reied and the pins, plate and debris can be
further studied. Although Only the combined weight loss of the plns is
considered, both pins Lshould lose a similar weight.

A wear test should include many wear runs. The easiest way to
ensure that the surfaces are -run-in- is to perform a sequence of wear runs at
the same load but steadily Increasing the rotational speed by 10 RPM each
time.

4.2 A N Operain

The AM has three modes of operation 1) calibration 2) monitoring
without averaging and 3) monitoring with averaging. The calibration mode is
used to send reference signals to the chart record as described In section
3. When monitoring without averaging is selected, the fluctuating voltage
signal which represents the true Instantaneous resistance Is displayed on a
cathode ray oscilloscope. This mode shows the bridging and breaking of
asperities but gives no quantitative description of the state of the surfaces
or mode of wear. Monitoring with averaging gives a direct measure of metal-
to-metal contact. This contact Is Impeded by oxide build up on the surfaces,
oxide debris In the wear track and work hardening. Dramatic changes In the
resistance value are a clear signal of a change in wear mode.

The function of the controls and meters on the AM Is shown In
figure S. This figure describes how to set asch of the switches for the
required mode of operation and no additional Lnformation is required.

I-
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this repot hs 4dOcribod deign19 features and the Operation 0f apiasoa ~ Met w andm friet.16n testing machine known as teWFE.Tiiseti.has been operated at load# Up 'to 40 "g and speed* UP to 4 rn/sec. Thusthe wqae -Ch&saCter1tiC8 of wear resistant COatingS or.materLils Can beAtd jed. the manitoring of resistance and friction gives a real-time-i~CatIoM oftthe $tat* of the Snrfaceig and their wear behaviour.

Usingth WATrM, It Is therefore possible to an*ess sliding wearfailure csiteia. reaating either to total material loss or to the transitionfromf mild to severe wear, as well as to study wear mechanism under controlled
conditions.

I would like to greatfully acknoviedge the contributions made, byI. Down** and C. ZOumV to the design and construction of this device.
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NEASUDZUM OF ?I.XCTZON COMMEZCNEUT

A measure of the frictional forces on pins and plate is given by the
response of a N-5 minibeam load cell. This gauge is designed to operate In
the temperature regime -19-C to 6IC. It will give a linear response up to an
applied force on the gauge of 22.2 N and will undergo irrepairable damage
above 33.3 N. The gauge therefore remains in the linear range, provided the
coefficient of friction, p, satisfies

0<4.5 t
d

where * is the total load on the pine In Xg, t Is the separation of the load
cell from the centre of the wear plate and d Is the diameter of the wearing
track. Conservatively this Implies

p < 3/a(kg)

The functioning of the force measuring circuitry Is shown in figure
6. The strain gauge is a Wheatstone bridge, two eleents of which are
subjected to strain and vary in resistance. The monitor is essentially a
voltmeter but with a zero adjust and an amplification capacity. Readings are
sensitive to Interference through the power supply from other eqUipment
(particularly power supplies driving unsteady glow discharges).

The strain gauge registers the restraining force on the tray.
since, were it not for the strain gauge the tray would be free to rotate but
not translate, the calibration a , t prov re
is the distance to the pOate centre of the applied calibration frce On the
tray. Thus within the linear response regime, a display reading, u,
corresponds to a coefficient of sliding friction

2 10s u- -u
* f ad uC-u n

.6(.
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The average reistance motor I* a stand alone device that could be
used independently of the WATU. Terefore detailed Infonation on this
device is provided here. The role of the switches and displays Is explained
In fioure 5 and a Circuit diagram is presented In figure 7. Nowever. for an
explanation of how the device works, refer to figure 6.

The linear first order differential equation describing the
variation of the potential, v(t), across the pine/disc junction Is

c (St) I

where i Is the supplied d.c. current, C is the average capacitor and R(t) the
junction resistance. This has solution

v(t) - C' . (-p(t)) It at- xp (pit') - pit)

where C' is a constant of Integration (deteminOd by starting conditions) and

p(t) It fdt -

For large times t >>C c <p 1  we Make the approXiAtion

pit) 2 36+

where brackets C denote an average. Thus we obtain

*. vit) z ,5

I.e. the voltage is proportional to the reciprocal of the average conductance.

I4.
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This report deseribes the design and use of a plns-on-disc wor and
friction testing m118010 which PAS been COnStuctod for use by the War
Te elegy Group. The tooter Is capable of assessing sliding Weer at Speeds
up to 4 AVsee aud loads Up to 4* W. During a Wear run the friction and
enta t resistance are constantly onitored giving a clear picture of the
ceedition of t e surfaces.
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